




Bad Victoriana 
 recently came across a little story pasted into a Victorian scrap album.  The title is “Mind What 
Mamma Says,” and it was apparently first published in Church and People and then reprinted in a 
newspaper (from whence it was clipped for the album).  It’s very short, just two half-columns. 

 The gist of the story is that 6-year-old May is bored—allegedly because her birthday is a whole 
month away and she is impatient.  She wants to visit her friend Ella, but her mother tells her no; Ella is 
sick with scarlet fever.  But (surprise, surprise) little May sneaks off to visit her friend.  To make a short 
story even shorter, May catches scarlet fever—and her little brother dies of it.  The story concludes with 
this paragraph: “And on her birthday May sat at the window and saw them take her dear brother away 
in his coffin.  What a day!  May never forgot this lesson.” 
 Ya’ think?  Today, May would probably have spent the next 20 years of her life in therapy, but 
that’s not really my point.  My point is—yes, there is a lot of truly bad Victoriana out there! 
 While I adore The Girl’s Own Paper, reading it is a constant reminder that it was published by the 
Religious Tract Society—and so had a certain mandate to teach Christian principles and values.  In its 
early years, nearly every story and serial carried a moral message, and the magazine was packed with 
poems advising girls on the importance of good, godly behavior.  The remainder (and often in 
combination) tend to have to do with death: Dead wives, husbands, sweethearts, siblings, and children. 
Here, for example, is the first verse of an 1883 poem by Anne Beale titled “Easter Day”: 
 “In and out among the tombs / Fearless childhood glances; / Underneath in narrow rooms, / Dull 
decay advances; / Sound on silence, swift on slow, / Life above and death below.” 
 Cheerful stuff, for an Easter poem!  Of course, experts tell us that the reason for so many poems 
about death, dying, and “going to a better place” is simply that Victorians dealt with a great deal more 
untimely death than we do today.  But... bad poetry is still bad poetry! 
 Stories and poems like these have contributed to the reputation that clings to Victorian literature 
today—a reputation of being moralistic, melodramatic and maudlin’.  And certainly a great deal of what 
was published in Victorian times is all of that—often, all three at once.   
 Yet in a way that makes combing through the Victorian magazines all the more fun.  It’s a hunt for 
the pearls amidst the dross.  If it were all pearls, there would be a thousand websites like 
VictorianVoices.net.  I suspect one reason that there are not is simply because people have come across 
stories like “Mind What Mamma Says” and assumed that this is what all Victorian literature looks like. 
 Even if that were true, however, it says nothing about the Victorian period that could not be said 
about our own.  Today we have far more books and magazines than the Victorians—but I suspect the 
ratio of pearls to dross is just about the same.  Imagine, perhaps, the “EVoices.net” of the future, run by 
an editor who combs through the literature of the early 21st century in search of those precious nuggets 
that are worth preserving for future generations.  “Just who are these Kardashians?” I can picture this 
unhappy editor demanding, tearing at his or her hair in front of the data crystal reader.  
 Every era produces a mound of drivel.  And every era produces its geniuses—we can also thank the 
Victorians for Dickens, Stevenson, Carroll, the Brontes, and dozens more.  But for me, the real delight 
lies in between:  The works and the writers that fall between the drivel and the genius, and are hence 
most likely to be overlooked.  They are what we might have called “midlist” writers today—producing 
solid work that is still well worth reading.  
 That’s what makes my job so delightful: It’s like an endless Easter Egg hunt for those special pearls 
of Victorian writing that are worth polishing up and presenting to the world once again.  I plan to keep 
digging—and I hope you’ll all keep reading!    
 

—Moira Allen, Editor 
editors@victorianvoices.net 
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